Most cyber-attacks, including ransomware, start with a phish. Cofense offers the industry’s only phishing specific, analyst vetted intelligence feed that easily integrates with your existing security solutions. Speed your phishing threat response and keep your employees’ inboxes safe with Cofense Intelligence.

A unique combination of technology and human insight — paired with our global network of over 30 million humans reporting potential phish — makes it easy to get the information you need to protect your organization.

We use proprietary methods to automatically identify top threats reaching end users, which are then analyzed by our experts. We provide your SOC with timely actionable intelligence, tools, and coaching to respond to attacks that would otherwise go undetected.

With a variety of options available, customers can select the Intelligence subscription that best suits their needs to ensure we meet your team where your capabilities and available resources are.

“
We process Cofense reports first because we know if you’re reporting it, it’s bad. Cofense Intelligence is the most accurate phishing threat info we receive and it’s easy to consume.”

Financial Services Customer
Cofense Intelligence is delivered in multiple forms, so your teams can prepare and respond to active attacks to your network.

ThreatHQ: A user portal and the HQ for all Phishing Threat Intelligence, ThreatHQ is a fantastic phishing research and threat hunting tool for organizations of all sizes thanks to a robust search capability. Analysts can search active threats, access finished intelligence, and gain an at-a-glance understanding of items like top malware families, delivery mechanisms, and phishing subjects.

Active Threat Reports & Flash Alerts: Keep SOC and Intelligence teams aware of today’s campaigns with timely reports that are compiled by the Cofense Intelligence team. Active Threat Reports and Flash Alerts are released as soon as a phishing threat is identified or updated to be sure you stay up to speed on critical emerging threats.

Strategic Reporting & Threat Briefings: Ensure your organization aligns its resources and builds its priorities to effectively combat today’s live and active phishing threat landscape.

Intelligence API Feed: Customers can use integrations to automate ingestion and actioning of Cofense IOCs. Every single IOC delivered is vetted by an analyst, which ensures the highest fidelity and confidence. You can trust Cofense Intelligence.

Ready to see how Cofense Intelligence can help your organization?
- Try it free for 30 days!

About Cofense
Cofense® is the leading provider of phishing detection and response solutions. Designed for enterprise organizations, the Cofense Phishing Detection and Response (PDR) platform leverages a global network of close to 30 million people actively reporting suspected phish, combined with advanced automation to stop phishing attacks faster and stay ahead of breaches. When deploying the full suite of Cofense solutions, organizations can educate employees on how to identify and report phish, detect phish in their environment and respond quickly to remediate threats. With seamless integration into most major TIPS, SIEMs, and SOARs, Cofense solutions easily align with existing security ecosystems. Across a broad set of Global 1000 enterprise customers, including defense, energy, financial services, healthcare and manufacturing sectors, Cofense understands how to improve security, aid incident response and reduce the risk of compromise. For additional information, please visit www.cofense.com or connect with us on Twitter and LinkedIn.
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